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In this article, we discuss emerging frontiers in RNA biology from a historical perspective. The field is currently undergoing yet another transformative expansion. RNA-seq has revealed that splicing, and, more generally, RNA processing is far more complex than expected, and the mechanisms of regulation are correspondingly sophisticated. Our understanding of the molecular machines involved in RNA metabolism is incomplete and derives from small sample sizes. Even if we manage to complete a catalogue of molecular species, RNA isoforms and the ribonucleoprotein complexes that drive their genesis, the horizons of molecular dynamics and cell-type-specific processing mechanisms await. This is an exciting time to enter into the study of RNA biology; analytical tools, wet and dry, are advancing rapidly, and each new measurement modality brings into view another new function or activity of versatile RNA. Since the dawn of sequence-based RNA biology, we have come a long way.

With the Drosophila genome sequence in hand in 2000, we commenced genome-wide structural and functional annotation. We used traditional methods of sequencing expressed gene tags (ESTs) and cDNAs to identify portions of the genome that produce RNAs and embryonic spatial gene expression to address the biological function of these RNAs. Although significant progress was made in improving the computed gene annotations, which miss 5’ and 3’ untranslated regions (UTRs) and struggle with joining protein-coding exons, we could only afford to sequence one transcript per gene – usually the most abundant among those of moderate size.

**Fruits of the sequencing revolution**

Next-generation sequencing revolutionized RNA biology, significantly reducing costs (Figure 1) and allowing us to characterize the transcriptome in spectacular depth, revealing enormous diversity in alternative splicing, promoter and polyadenylation site selection. The modENCODE consortium produced the most comprehensive transcriptional map for a metazoan, surveying the transcriptome of whole animals including a 30 point developmental atlas, 29 dissected larval and adult tissues, 25 distinct cell lines and 21 environmental perturbations to discover condition-specific genes and transcripts (reviewed by Brown and Celniker). Genes with enormously complex splicing patterns were discovered, probably producing thousands of transcript isoforms each via combinatorial usage of
alternative promoters, splice and polyadenylation sites (reviewed by Brown and Celniker\(^4\)). Many new examples of RNA-editing\(^5\), zero-nucleotide recursive splicing\(^6\) and thousands of circular RNAs\(^7\) were also uncovered during the project. Associated primarily with neural tissues, we found ubiquitous alternative polyadenylation site selection – most neural genes encode multiple, sometimes extremely long 3′ UTRs in both the developing and adult CNS\(^8\). These and related studies in other organisms (reviewed by Mayr\(^9\)) have revealed that the vast majority of genes in many metazoan species admit multiple isoforms – challenging the notion of ‘alternative’ transcripts, a moniker that specifically implies a dominant isoform. We now view this terminology as a relic of cDNA sequencing; it poorly reflects the reality of transcriptional complexity in metazoans, particularly in neural tissue.

**Origin of complex splicing**

The discovery of the reality of combinatorially complex RNA processing raises many questions: what is the molecular basis of ultra-complex splicing in neural tissue – i.e. is Down’s syndrome cell adhesion molecule 1 (DSCAM1)\(^10\) a general model or a specific case? Most alternative splicing is not generated by mutually exclusive splicing cassettes, as in DSCAM1, indicating that multiple mechanisms are most likely. We found some time ago, but have yet to publish, that many genes with ultra-complex splicing patterns in fruitflies are similarly complex in humans, but, notably, not the genes with insect-specific (so far as we know) splicing mechanisms (such as DSCAM1). The evolution of splicing complexity may be as complex and multifactorial as the evolution of enhancer sequences: there are very few (perhaps a handful) of genes with conserved intron–exon structure between nematodes, fruitflies and humans\(^11\). Similarly, at least one recursively spliced gene in Drosophila (out of 115) is also recursively spliced in humans (out of four) – splicing regulation appears to be conserved even when the positioning of introns in the parent protein-coding sequences has been effectively randomized during evolution\(^6\). It seems likely that future studies examining the properties of genes with complex RNA processing patterns in multiple species may reveal new mechanisms of regulation and targeting for regulatory proteins.

During the period of the modENCODE consortium, the RNA-binding protein (RBP) embryonic lethal abnormal vision (ELAV) was identified as an effector of 3′ UTR extensions in the nervous system\(^12\), providing a hint of the molecular basis for complex polyadenylation site selection in these tissues. Transcriptome-wide association profiles for 20 sequence-specific RNA-binding factors were mapped using both MS/MS (RIP-MS/MS, proteomics) and sequencing (RIP-seq)\(^13\). We found that the RBP Mushasi (MSI) is even more strongly associated with 3′ UTR extensions than ELAV, supporting multiple inputs to complex RNA processing. In addition, genes with ultra-complex splicing patterns are highly enriched for interaction with several heterogeneous nuclear ribonucleoproteins (hnRNPs) compared with expressed genes in general – consistent with the hypothesis that the complex splicing observed in neural tissue is regulated, rather than a product of dysregulation. RNA interference (RNAi) and RNA-seq were used to knock down 56 RNA-binding proteins, many known splicing factors and some unknown proteins with conserved RNA-binding
To our considerable surprise, nearly all of the proteins that were knocked down altered promoter selection. This could relate to feedback through multiple layers of gene regulation, i.e. indirect effects, or could indicate a role for RBPs in promoter selection, perhaps via an iterative process where subsequent rounds of transcription stabilize the choice (or choices) of active promoter at any given time, as is the case with the transcriptional reinforcement of H3K36me3 (trimethylated Lys36 on histone H3) chromatin marks during splice site selection (reviewed by Braunschweig et al. and Naftelberg et al.). Pulse–chase assays (e.g. BruChase-seq) and imaging techniques enable the study of the directionality of these processes, and this is likely to remain an active area of work for years to come.

Voyage of discovery

In addition to discoveries about RNA processing, the application of RNA-seq to tissues, and single cells, has led to the discovery of new transcripts and genes. Thousands of new antisense transcripts and hundreds of putative long non-coding RNAs (lncRNAs) were identified during our analysis of the modENCODE data. We also found a few hundred genes that encode new conserved small open reading frames (smORFs). Many smORF genes are highly conserved from fruitflies to humans (Figure 2). Indeed, the threshold to designate a new gene non-coding compared with coding was necessarily arbitrary, and the generation of ribosome profiling data by other laboratories in the community has since raised questions about how we draw these lines between mRNAs and lncRNAs.

Is sequence conservation and/or the presence of known conserved domains sufficient to make such determinations? We think not. A re-analysis of community ribosome profiling data identified smORFs in roughly 5% of our modENCODE lncRNAs that we now believe to be translated (J.B. Brown and S.E. Celniker, unpublished work), but which have evaded detection by MS/MS. For RNA biology to progress, we need to develop a realistic model of how ribosomes selectively translate some RNAs and not others – and this means developing far more comprehensive maps of spatially localized RNA–protein interactions than yet exist. Beyond RNA biology, it probably also means community investment in direct detection and quantification of peptides. In conjunction with cytoplasmic RNA binding and interaction assays, there is tremendous potential to begin to unravel new layers of ribosome-proximal translational regulation. We found that most RNA-binding factors (of those we have studied) associate with mRNA and protein products from the same gene, suggestive of ribosome-proximal regulatory interactions across many classes of RNA-binding factors. We posit that there are fundamental mechanisms of feedback for biological systems that have yet to be discovered. Perhaps the genetic code is not “…Nature’s last elegant solution” after all (quote from S. Brenner cited by Kornberg).

The role RNAs play in metazoan biology is obviously a function of when and where they are expressed in the animal. We've worked to determine spatial gene expression profiles in the Drosophila embryo for a number of years, and this work has led to some insights to the control of gene expression during development, particularly in collaboration with Mark Biggin. Our comprehensive map of transcription factor (TF) spatial expression was the first in an animal and from it, we have begun to explore the role of TFs in organogenesis,
in collaboration with Erwin Frise. We've also dissected cis-regulatory modules that control gene expression, studied chromatin state and its role in the control of gene expression and hormonal control of gene expression in 41 diverse cell types. The picture that emerges from this work is one of exceptional complexity: each tissue, organ system and likely cell type in an animal admits a unique profile of regulatory proteins and RNAs – and concomitant diversity in promoter activation and RNA processing. We will know the identity of each transcript encoded in a metazoan genome the day we can assay each cell throughout the life cycle of an animal (single cell RNA-seq). Until then, we will necessarily make due with a partial picture, an incomplete parts-list.

Our view of the hierarchy of gene regulation, beginning with initial chromatin remodelling, reinforced through protein-mediated RNA–chromatin interactions, and culminating in translational and post-translational control of protein and RNA gene products continues to evolve. Another frontier is the role of RNA structure in modulating both protein-mediated and direct molecular interactions. Riboswitches have been known for decades, and it is now clear that chemical modifications to RNAs also alter structure, and therefore RNA–protein interactions. New computational tools are needed that leverage recent advances in machine learning to make substantive progress in the identification of functional and conserved RNA domains, particularly where the conservation of primary sequence is poor or non-existent. It is increasingly apparent that RNA structure broadly influences gene expression, or at least is broadly modulated during gene regulation. Perhaps in another 15 years, we will see the emergence of the first quantitative mechanistic models of gene regulation, from initial chromatin remodelling, reinforced through protein-mediated RNA–chromatin interactions, culminating in translational control and feedback.

The studies described in this article and many others in which our group has been involved over the years were designed to generate hypotheses and to build the datasets and sufficiently comprehensive maps of gene expression and hierarchies of gene regulation to provide the insights biologists require to formulate innovative new models of gene regulation in the context of development. Fifteen years after the genome sequence, the pace of discovery in RNA biology has never been higher.

### Glossary

**EST or expressed sequence tag** is a short sequence usually from the 5’ or 3’ end of a cDNA clone. They are used to identify and characterize gene transcripts.

**Mutually exclusive splicing** is a form of alternative splicing in which one of two or more exons is retained in the mature mRNAs after splicing, but not both.

**Recursive splicing** is a multi-step process of large intron removal that consists of juxtaposed 3’ and 5’ splice site sequences, with no exon between them.

**RIP-MS/MS RBPs** are immunoprecipitated (RIP) and the associated proteins are characterized by tandem mass spectroscopy (MS/MS). MS/MS is an analytical technique used to identify proteins in a complex mixture from the mass and charge of its peptide fragments. A sample is ionized, accelerated and analysed. Ions from the first spectra are then selectively fragmented and analysed by a second stage of mass spectrometry to generate the spectra for the ion fragments. The fragments are used to match to predicted peptides.

**RIP-seq RNA immunoprecipitation (RIP)** is a method to map *in vivo* RNA–protein interactions. The RNA-binding protein (RBP) of interest is immunoprecipitated (IP), using either an antibody or a tagged protein, together with its associated RNAs. Transcripts are detected by next-generation sequencing (seq).

**RNA-binding proteins (RBPs)** are a class or proteins that bind to double- or single-stranded RNAs that then form ribonucleoprotein complexes. Many RBPs have characteristic conserved RNA-recognition motifs (RRMs) that act as the binding site for interacting with RNAs. RBPs play important roles in a number of RNA processes including splicing, polyadenylation, mRNA stabilization, mRNA localization and translation.

**H3K36me3** is a variant of the histone 3 (H3) nuclear protein, one of the core histones. The lysine (K) at position 36 contains three methyl groups. The methyl groups allow regulation through the binding of other chromatin proteins. H3K36 methylation is a feature of transcribed genes.

**Pulse–chase assays** are standard assays in biochemistry traditionally using radioactivity to monitor a cellular process over time by exposing cells to a labelled compound (pulse) and then to the same compound in an unlabelled form (chase).

**Transcription factors (TFs)** are proteins that contain one or more DNA-binding domains and recognize and bind to specific DNA sequences in the genome to control gene expression.
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